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Abstra t. We onsider the metri un apa itated fa ility lo ation problem(UFL). In this paper we
modify the (1+2=e)-approximation algorithm of Chudak and Shmoys to obtain a new (1.6774,1.3738)approximation algorithm for the UFL problem. Our linear programing rounding algorithm is the
rst one that tou hes the approximability limit urve ( f ; 1 + 2e f ) established by Jain et al. As
a onsequen e, we obtain the rst optimal approximation algorithm for instan es dominated by
onne tion osts.
Our new algorithm - when ombined with a (1.11,1.7764)-approximation algorithm proposed by
Jain, Mahdian and Saberi, and later analyzed by Mahdian, Ye and Zhang - gives a 1.5-approximation
algorithm for the metri UFL problem. This algorithm improves over the previously best known 1.52approximation algorithm by Mahdian, Ye and Zhang, and it uts the gap with the approximability
lower bound by 1/3.
The algorithm is also used to improve the approximation ratio for the 3-level version of the problem.
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Introdu tion

The Un apa itated Fa ility Lo ation (UFL) problem is de ned as follows. We are given a set F
of nf fa ilities and a set C of n lients. For every fa ility i 2 F , there is a nonnegative number
fi denoting the opening ost of the fa ility. Furthermore, for every lient j 2 C and fa ility i 2 F ,
there is a onne tion ost ij between fa ility i and lient j . The goal is to open a subset of the
fa ilities F 0  F , and onne t ea h lient to an open fa ility so that the total ost is minimized.
The UFL problem is NP- omplete, and max SNP-hard (see [4℄). A UFL instan e is metri if its
onne tion ost fun tion satis es a kind of triangle inequality, namely if ij  ij 0 + i0 j 0 + i0 j
for any i; i0 2 C and j; j 0 2 F .
The UFL problem has a ri h history starting in the 1960's. The rst results on approximation
algorithms are due to Cornuejols, Fisher, and Nemhauser [1℄ who onsidered the problem with
an obje tive fun tion of maximizing the \pro t" of onne ting lients to fa ilities minus the
ost of opening fa ilities. They showed that a greedy algorithm gives an approximation ratio of
(1 1=e) = 0:632 : : : , where e is the base of the natural logarithm. For the obje tive fun tion
of minimizing the sum of onne tion ost and opening ost, Ho hbaum [2℄ presented a greedy
algorithm with an O(log n) approximation guarantee, where n is the number of lients. The
rst approximation algorithm with onstant approximation ratio for the minimization problem
where the onne tion osts satisfy the triangle inequality, was developed by Shmoys, Tardos, and
Aardal [3℄. Several approximation algorithms have been proposed for the metri UFL problem
after that, see for instan e [4{10℄. Up to now, the best known approximation ratio was 1:52,
obtained by Mahdian, Ye, and Zhang [10℄.
We will say that an algorithm is a -approximation algorithm for a minimization problem
if it omputes, in polynomial time, a solution that is at most  times more expensive than the
optimal solution. Spe i ally, for the UFL problem we de ne a notion of bifa tor approximation.
We say that an algorithm is a (f , )-approximation algorithm if the solution it delivers has
total ost at most f  F  +   C  , where F  and C  denote, respe tively, the fa ility and the
onne tion ost of an optimal solution.
Guha and Khuller [4℄ proved by a redu tion from Set Cover that there is no polynomial
time -approximation algorithm for the metri UFL problem with  < 1:463, unless N P 
DT IM E (nlog log n ). Jain et al. [9℄ generalized this argument to show that the existen e of a
(f , )-approximation algorithm with  < 1 + 2e f would imply N P  DT IM E (nlog log n ).

1.1 Our ontribution
We modify the (1+2=e)-approximation algorithm of Chudak [6℄, see also Chudak and Shmoys [7℄,
to obtain a new (1.6774,1.3738)-approximation algorithm for the UFL problem. Our linear programing (LP) rounding algorithm is the rst one that a hieves an optimal bifa tor approximation
due to the mat hing lower bound of (f ; 1 + 2e f ) established by Jain et al. In fa t we obtain
an algorithm for ea h point (f ; 1 + 2e f ) su h that f  1:6774, whi h means that we have
an optimal approximation algorithm for instan es dominated by onne tion ost (see Figure 1).
Our main te hnique is to sparsen the support graph orresponding to the LP solution before
lustering. The motivation for this te hnique is the \irregularity" of instan es that are potentially
tight for the original algorithm of Chudak and Shmoys. We propose a way of measuring and
ontrolling this irregularity. In fa t our lustering is the same as the one used by Sviridenko
in his 1.58-approximation algorithm [8℄, but we ontinue our algorithm in the spirit of Chudak

Fig. 1.

Bifa tor approximation pi ture. The gray area orresponds to the improvement due to our algorithm.

and Shmoys' algorithm, whi h leads to a substantially easier analysis and an improved bifa tor
approximation guaranty.
Our new algorithm may be ombined with the (1.11, 1.7764)-approximation algorithm of Jain
et al. to obtain a 1.5-approximation algorithm for the UFL problem. This is an improvement
over the previously best known 1.52-approximation algorithm of Mahdian et al., and it uts of
a 1/3 of the gap with the approximation lower bound by Guha and Khuler [4℄.
We also note that the new (1.6774,1.3738)-approximation algorithm may be used to improve
the approximation ratio for the 3-level fa ility lo ation problem to 2.492.
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Preliminaries

We will review the on ept of LP-rounding algorithms for the metri UFL problem. These are
algorithms that rst solve the linear relaxation of a given integer programing (IP) formulation
of the problem, and then round the fra tional solution to produ e an integral solution with a
value not too mu h higher than the starting fra tional solution. Sin e the optimal fra tional
solution is at most as expensive as an optimal integral solution, we obtain an estimation of the
approximation fa tor.

2.1 IP formulation and relaxation
The UFL problem has a natural formulation as the following integer programming problem.
P
P
minimize i2F ;j 2C ij xij + i2F fi yi
subje t to

P

=1
0
xij ; yi 2 f0; 1g
i2F xij
xij yi

for all j 2 C
(1)
for all i 2 F ; j 2 C (2)
for all i 2 F ; j 2 C (3)

a path from client j to the facility
serving his cluster center j’

open facility
j

j’
cluster center

cluster

A luster. If we make sure that at least one fa ility is open around a luster enter j 0 , then any other
lient j from the luster may use this fa ility. Be ause the onne tion osts are assumed to be metri , the distan e
to this fa ility is at most the length of the shortest path from j to the open fa ility.

Fig. 2.

A linear relaxation of this IP formulation is obtained by repla ing Condition (3) by the
ondition xij  0 for all i 2 F ; j 2 C . The value of the solution to this LP relaxation will serve
as a lower bound for the ost of the optimal solution. We will also make use of the following
dual formulation of this LP.
maximize
subje t to

P

j 2C vj

P

j 2C wij  fi for all i 2 F
vj wij  ij for all i 2 F ; j
wij  0
for all i 2 F ; j

(4)

2 C (5)
2 C (6)

2.2 Clustering
The rst onstant fa tor approximation algorithm for the metri UFL problem by Shmoys et al.,
but also the algorithms by Chudak and Shmoys, and by Sviridenko are based on the following
lustering pro edure. Suppose we are given an optimal solution to the LP relaxation of our
problem. Consider the bipartite graph G with verti es being the fa ilities and the lients of the
instan e, and where there is an edge between a lient j and a fa ility i if the orresponding
variable xij in the optimal solution to the LP relaxation is positive. We all G a support graph
of the LP solution. If two lients are both adja ent to the same fa ility in graph G, we will say
that they are neighbors in G.
The lustering of this graph is a partitioning of lients into lusters together with a hoi e of
a leading lient for ea h of the lusters. This leading lient is alled a luster enter. Additionally
we require that no two luster enters are neighbors in the support graph. This property helps
us to open one of the adja ent fa ilities for ea h luster enter. Formally we will say that a
lustering is a fun tion g : C ! C that assigns ea h lient to the enter of his luster. For a
pi ture of a luster see Figure 2.

All the above mentioned algorithms use the following pro edure to obtain the lustering.
While not all the lients are lustered, hoose greedily a new luster enter j , and build a luster
from j and all the neighbors of j that are not yet lustered. Obviously the out ome of this
pro edure is a proper lustering. Moreover, it has a desired property that lients are lose to
their luster enters. Ea h of the mentioned LP-rounding algorithms uses a di erent greedy
riterion for hoosing new luster enters. In our algorithm we will use the lustering with the
greedy riterion of Sviridenko [8℄.

2.3 S aling and greedy augmentation
The te hniques des ribed here are not dire tly used by our algorithm, but they help to explain
why the algorithm of Chudak and Shmoys is lose to optimal. We will dis uss how s aling
fa ility opening osts before running an algorithm, together with another te hnique alled greedy
augmentation may help to balan e the analysis of an approximation algorithm for the UFL
problem.
The greedy augmentation te hnique introdu ed by Guha and Khuller [4℄ (see also [5℄) is the
following. Consider an instan e of the metri UFL problem and a feasible solution. For ea h
fa ility i 2 F that is not opened in this solution, we may ompute the impa t of opening fa ility
i on the total ost of the solution, also alled the gain of opening i, denoted by gi . The greedy
augmentation pro edure, while there is a fa ility i with positive gain gi , opens a fa ility i0 that
maximizes the ratio of saved ost to the fa ility opening ost fgii , and updates values of gi . The
pro edure terminates when there is no fa ility whose opening would de rease the total ost.
Suppose we are given an approximation algorithm A for the metri UFL problem and a real
number Æ  1. Consider the following algorithm SÆ (A).
1.
2.
3.
4.

s ale up all fa ility opening osts by a fa tor Æ ;
run algorithm A on the modi ed instan e;
s ale ba k the opening osts;
run the greedy augmentation pro edure.
Following the analysis of Mahdian, Ye, and Zhang [10℄ one may prove the following lemma.

Lemma 1.
SÆ (A)

Suppose

is a (f

A

is a (f , )-approximation algorithm for the metri UFL problem, then
1
)-approximation algorithm for this problem.

+ ln(Æ ),1 +  Æ

This method may be applied to balan e an (f , )-approximation algorithm with f <<  .
However, our 1.5 approximation algorithm will be balan ed di erently. It will be a omposition
of two algorithms that have opposite imbalan es.
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Sparsening the graph of the fra tional solution

Suppose that for a given UFL instan e we have solved its LP relaxation, and that we have an
optimal primal solution (x ; y  ) and the P
orresponding optimal dual solution (P
v  ; w ). Su h a
fra tional solution has fa ility ost F  = i2F fi yi and onne tion ost C  = i2F ;j 2C ij xij .
Ea h lient j has its share vj ofPthe total ost. This ost may again be divided into a lient's
fra tional onne tion ost Cj = i2F ij xij , and his fra tional fa ility ost Fj = vj Cj .

3.1 Motivation and intuition
The idea behind the sparsening te hnique is to make use of some irregularities of an instan e
if they o ur. We all an instan e regular if the fa ilities that fra tionally serve a lient j are
all at the same distan e from j . For su h an instan e the algorithm of Chudak and Shmoys
produ es a solution whose ost is bounded by F  + (1 + 2e )C  , whi h also follows from our
analysis in Se tion 4. It remains to use the te hnique des ribed in se tion 2.3 to obtain an
optimal 1:463 : : :-approximation algorithm for su h regular instan es.
The instan es that are not regular are alled irregular. DiÆ ult to understand are the irregular instan es. In fra tional solutions for these instan es parti ular lients are fra tionally served
by fa ilities at di erent distan es. Our approa h is to divide fa ilities serving a lient into two
groups, namely lose and distant fa ilities. We will remove links to distant fa ilities before the
lustering step, so that if there are irregularities, distan es to luster enters should de rease.
We measure the lo al irregularity of an instan e by omparing a fra tional onne tion ost
of a lient to the average distan e to his distant fa ilities. In the ase of a regular instan e,
the sparsening te hnique gives the same results as te hnique des ribed in se tion 2.3, but for
irregular instan es sparsening also takes some advantage of the irregularity.

3.2 Details

We will start by modifying the primal optimal fra tional solution (x ; y  ) by s aling the y variables by a onstant > 1 to obtain a suboptimal fra tional solution (x ;  y  ). Now suppose
that the y -variables are xed, but that we now have a freedom to hange the x-variables in
order to minimize the total ost. For ea h lient j we hange the orresponding x-variables so
that he uses his losest fa ilities in the following way. We hoose an ordering of fa ilities with
nonde reasing distan es to lient j . We onne t lient j to the rst fa ilities in the ordering so
that for any fa ilities i and i0 su h that i0 is later in the ordering if xij < yi than xi0 j = 0.
Without loss of generality, we may assume that this solution is omplete (i.e. there are no
i 2 F ; j 2 C su h that 0 < xij < yi ). Otherwise we may split fa ilities to obtain an equivalent
instan e with a omplete solution - see [8℄[Lemma 1℄ for a more detailed argument.
Let (x; y ) denote the obtained omplete solution. For a lient j we say that a fa ility i is
one of his lose fa ilities if it fra tionally serves lient j in (x; y). If xij = 0, but fa ility i was
serving lient j in solution (x ; y  ), then we say, that i is a distant fa ility of lient j .

Pi2fi2Fjx

x Cj
ij =0g ij ij
be the measure of a lo al irregularity of
Fj
the instan e. It is the average distan e to a distant fa ility minus the fra tional onne tion

De nition 1.

Let

1

r (j ) =

ost (whi h is the general average distan e to both
fra tional fa ility ost of a
C
Let r0 (j ) = j

Pi2F

lient

j.

lose and distant fa ilities), divided by the

= r (j )  (
1) denote the fra tional onne tion ost minus the
average distan e to a lose fa ility, divided by the fra tional fa ility ost of a lient j .
Observe, that for every lient j the following hold (see Figure 3):
C (j ) = C 
r0 (j )  Fj ,
{ his average distan e to a lose fa ility equals Dav
j
D (j ) = C  + r (j )  F  ,
{ his average distan e to a distant fa ility equals Dav
j
j
{ his maximal distan e to a lose fa ility is at most the average distan e to a distant fa ility,
C (j )  D D (j ) = C  + r (j )  F  .
Dmax
av
j
j
Fj

ij xij

distance

vj = Cj + Fj
Cj + r (j )  Fj

average distance to distant facilities

Cj
Cj

r0 (j )  Fj

average distance to close facilities

PSfrag repla ements

0

close facilities

1

distant
facilities

1

Distan es to fa ilities serving lient j ; the width of a re tangle orresponding to fa ility i is equal to xij .
Figure explains the meaning of r (j ).
Fig. 3.

Consider a bipartite support graph G obtained from the solution (x; y ), where ea h lient is
dire tly onne ted to his lose fa ilities. We will greedily luster this graph in ea h round hoosing
C (j ) + D C (j ).
the luster enter to be an un lustered lient j with the minimal value of Dav
max
C (j ) + D C (j ) among all
With su h a lustering, ea h luster enter has a minimal value of Dav
max
lients in this luster.
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Our new algorithm

Consider the following algorithm A1( ):

1. Solve the LP relaxation of the problem to obtain a solution (x ; y  ).
2. S ale up the value of the fa ility opening variables y by a onstant > 1, then hange
the value of the x-variables so as to use the losest possible fra tionally open fa ilities (see
Se tion 3.2).
3. If ne essary, split fa ilities to obtain a omplete solution (x; y).
4. Compute a greedy lustering for the solution (x; y ), hoosing as luster enters un lustered
C (j ) + D C (j ).
lients minimizing Dav
max
5. For every luster enter j , open one of his lose fa ilities randomly with probabilities xij .
6. For ea h fa ility i that is not a lose fa ility of any luster enter, open it independently with
probability y i .
7. Conne t ea h lient to an open fa ility that is losest to him.
In the analysis of this algorithm we will use the following result:

cluster center j’
j
close facilities of j’
close facilities of j
distant facilities of j

Fa ilities that lient j may onsider: his lose fa ilities, distant fa ilities, and lose fa ilities of luster
enter j 0 .

Fig. 4.

Lemma 2.

Given

n

independent events

Pn1

e

Theorem 1.

Algorithm

, where
e i=1 pi

[ [

[

that o

ur with probabilities

e1 e2 : : : en (i.e. at least one of ei ) o
denotes the base of the natural logarithm.

respe tively, the event

1

e 1 ; e2 ; : : : ; e n

A1( = 1:67736) produ

1:67736  F  + 1:37374  C 

p 1 ; p2 ; : : : ; p n

urs with probability at least

es a solution with expe ted ost

E [ ost(SOL)℄ 

The P
expe ted fa ilityPopening ost of the solution is
E [FSOL ℄ = i2F fi y i =  i2F fi yi =  F  .
To bound the expe ted onne tion ost we show that for ea h lient j there is an open
fa ility within a ertain distan e with a ertain probability. If j is a luster enter, one of his
C (j ) = C  r 0 (j )  F  .
lose fa ilities is open and the expe ted distan e to this open fa ility is Dav
j
j
If j is not a luster enter, he rst onsiders his lose fa ilities (see Figure 4). If any of them
C (j ). From Lemma 2,
is open, the expe ted distan e to the losest open fa ility is at most Dav
1
with probability p  (1 e ), at least one lose fa ility is open.
Suppose none of the lose fa ilities of j is open, but at least one of his distant fa ilities is
open. Let pd denote the probability of this event. The expe ted distan e to the losest fa ility
D (j ).
is then at most Dav
If neither any lose nor any distant fa ility of lient j is open, then he onne ts himself to
the fa ility serving his luster enter g (j ) = j 0 . Again from Lemma 2, su h an event happens
with probability ps  e1 . In the following we will show that if < 2 then the expe ted distan e
D (j ) + D C (j 0 ) + D C (j 0 ). Let C (D ) be the set
from j to the fa ility serving j 0 is at most Dav
j
j
max
av
of lose (distant) fa ilities of j . For any set of fa ilities X  F , let d(j; X ) denote the weighted
average distan e from j to i 2 X (with values of opening variables yi as weights).
D (j ) + D C (j 0 ), then the remaining D C (j 0 )
If the distan e between j and j 0 is at most Dav
av
max
0
is enough for the distan e from j to any of his lose fa ilities. Suppose now that the distan e
D (j ) + D C (j 0 ) (*). We will bound d(j 0 ; C 0 n (C [ D )), the
between j and j 0 is bigger than Dav
j
j
j
av
average distan e from luster enter j 0 to his lose fa ilities that are neither lose nor distant
fa ilities of j (sin e the expe ted onne tion ost that we ompute is on the ondition that j
C (j 0 ). Therefore, if
was not served dire tly). The assumption(*) implies that d(j 0 ; Cj \ Cj 0 ) > Dav
0
C
0
0
C
0
d(j ; Dj \ Cj 0 )  Dav (j ), then d(j ; Dj n (Cj [ Dj ))  Dav (j ) and the total distan e from j is
small enough.
Proof.

Fig. 5. Figure presents performan

e of our algorithm for di erent values of parameter . The solid line orresponds
to regular instan es with r (j ) = 0 for all j and it oin ides with the approximability lower bound urve. The
dashed line orresponds to instan es with r (j ) = 1 for all j . For a parti ular hoi e of we get a horizontal
segment onne ting those two urves; for  1:67736 the segment be omes a single point. Observe that for
instan es dominated by onne tion ost only a regular instan e may be tight for the lower bound.

C (j 0 )
The remaining ase is that d(j 0 ; Dj \ Cj 0 ) = Dav
z for some positive z (**). Let y^ =
y
be
the
total
fra
tional
opening
of
fa
ilities
in
Cj0 [ Dj in the modi ed fra tional
i2(Cj 0 [Dj ) i
D (j ) + z , whi h implies d(j; D n
solution (x; y ). From (*) we on lude, that d(j; Dj \ Cj 0 )  Dav
j
Cj0 )  DavD (j ) z  y1^ y^ (note that (**) implies (Dj n Cj0 ) 6= ; and
1 y^ > 0), hen e
C (j )  D D (j ) z  y^ . Combining this with assumption (*) we on lude that the minimal
Dmax
av
1 y
^
D (j ) + D C (j 0 )
C (j )  D C (j 0 ) + z 
distan e from j 0 to a fa ility in Cj \ Cj 0 is at least Dav
Dmax
av
av
y^
0 ; Cj 0 n Dj ) = DC (j 0 ) + z  y^ . Con luding, if < 2, then
.
Assumption
(**)
implies
d
(
j
av
1 y
^
1 y
^
y^
C (j 0 ) + z 
d(j 0 ; Cj 0 n (Dj [ Cj ))  Dav
.
Therefore,
the
expe
ted
onne tion ost from j to a
1 y
^
C
C
0
0
D (j )
fa ility in Cj 0 n (Dj [ Cj ) is at most Dmax (j ) + Dmax (j ) + d(j ; Cj 0 n (Dj [ Cj ))  Dav
z
y
^
y^
C
0
C
0
D
C
0
D
0
+ Dmax (j ) + Dav (j ) + z  1 y^ = Dav (j ) + Dmax (j ) + Dav (j )
1 y
^
Putting all the ases together, the expe ted total onne tion ost is

P
C (j ) + p  D D (j ) + p  (D D (j ) + D C (j 0 ) + D C (j 0 ))
E [CSOL ℄  j 2C p  Dav
s
d
av
av
max
av

 Pj2C (p + ps)  DavC (j ) + (pd + 2ps)  DavD (j )

P


0


= j 2C (p + ps )  (Cj r (j )  Fj ) + (pd + 2ps )  (Cj + r (j )  Fj )
= ((p + pd + ps ) + 2ps )  C 

P
1)  Fj ) + (pd + 2ps )  (r (j )  Fj )
+ j 2C (p + ps )  ( r (j )  (


P
1)  (p + ps ))
= (1 + 2ps )  C  + j 2C Fj  r (j )  (pd + 2ps (


 (1 + e2 )  C  + Pj2C Fj  r (j )  ( 1e + e1 ( 1)  (1 1e + e1 ))

P

Therefore, with = 0  1:67736 su h that
E [CSOL ℄  (1 + e20 )  C   1:37374  C  .

1

e

+

1

e 0

(

0

1)  (1

1

e

+

e 0)
1

= 0, we have

ut

The algorithm A1 with = 1+ (for a suÆ iently small positive ) is essentially the algorithm
of Chudak and Shmoys.
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The 1.5-approximation algorithm

In this se tion we will ombine our algorithm with an earlier algorithm of Jain et al. to obtain
an 1.5-approximation algorithm for the metri UFL problem.
In 2002 Jain, Mahdian and Saberi [9℄ proposed a primal-dual approximation algorithm (the
JMS algorithm). Using a dual tting approa h they have shown that it is a 1.61-approximation
algorithm. In a later work of Mahdian, Ye and Zhang [10℄ the following was proven.
Lemma 3 ([10℄). The ost of a solution produ ed by the JMS algorithm is at most 1:11  F 
+ 1:7764  C  , where F  and C  are fa ility and onne tion osts in an optimal solution to the
linear relaxation of the problem.

Theorem 2.

Consider the solutions obtained with the A1 and JMS algorithms. The heaper of

them is expe ted to have a ost at most

1:5

times the ost of the optimal fra tional solution.

Proof. Consider the algorithm A2 that with probability p = 0:313 runs the JMS algorithm and
with probability 1 p runs the A1 algorithm. Suppose that you are given an instan e, and F 
and C  are fa ility and onne tion osts in an optimal solution to the linear relaxation of the
problem for this instan e. Consider the expe ted ost of the solution produ ed by algorithm A2
for this instan e. E [ ost℄  p  (1:11  F  + 1:7764  C  ) + (1 p)  (1:67736  F  + 1:37374  C  ) =
1:4998  F  + 1:4998  C  < 1:5  (F  + C  )  1:5  OP T:
ut

Instead of the JMS algorithm we ould take the algorithm of Ma hdian et al. [10℄ - the
MYZ(Æ ) algorithm that s ales the fa ility osts by Æ , runs the JMS algorithms, s ales ba k the
fa ility osts and nally runs the greedy augmentation pro edure. With a notation introdu ed
in Se tion 2.3, the MYZ(Æ ) algorithm is the SÆ (JM S ) algorithm. The MYZ(1.504) algorithm
was proven [10℄ to be a 1.52-approximation algorithm for the metri UFL problem. We may
hange the value of Æ in the original analysis to observe that MYZ(1.1) is a (1.2053,1.7058)approximation algorithm. This algorithm ombined with our A1 (1.67736,1.37374)-approximation
algorithm gives a 1.4991-approximation algorithm, whi h is even better than just using JMS and
A1, but it gets more ompli ated and the additional improvement is tiny.
6

Multilevel fa ility lo ation

In the k-level fa ility lo ation problem the lients needs to be onne ted to open fa ilities on the
rst level, and ea h open fa ility ,ex ept on the last, k-th level, needs to be onne ted to an open
fa ility on the next level. Aardal, Chudak, and Shmoys [14℄ gave a 3-approximation algorithm for
the k-level problem with arbitrary k. Ageev, Ye, and Zhang [13℄ proposed a redu tion of a k-level
problem to (k 1)-level and 1-level, whi h results in a re ursive algorithm. This algorithm uses
an approximation level for single level problem and has a better approximation ration, but only
for instan es with small k. Using our new (1.67736,1.37374)-approximation algorithm instead of
the JMS algorithm within this framework improves approximation for ea h level. In parti ular,
in the limit as k tends to 1 we get 3.236-approximation whi h is the best possible for this
onstru tion.
By a slightly di erent method, Zhang [12℄ obtained a 1.77-approximation algorithm for the 2level problem. By redu ing to problem with lower number of levels, he obtained 2.523 1 and 2.81
1

This value deviates slightly from the value 2.51 given in the paper. The original argument ontained a minor
al ulation error

approximation algorithms for the 3-level and the 4-level version of the problem. If we modi y the
algorithm by Zhang for the 3-level problem, and use the new (1.67736,1.37374)-approximation
algorithm for the single level part, we obtain a 2.492-approximation, whi h improves on the previously best known approximation by Zhang. Note, that for k > 4 the best known approximation
fa tor is still due to Aardal et al.
7

Con luding remarks

With the 1.52-approximation algorithm of Mahdian et al. it was not lear for the authors if
a better analysis of the algorithm ould lose the gap with the approximation lower bound of
1.463 by Guha and Khuler. Byrka and Aardal [11℄ have re ently given a negative answer to this
question by onstru ting instan es that are hard for the MYZ algorithm. Similarly, we now do
not know if our new algorithm A1( ) ould be analyzed better to lose the gap. Constru tion
of hard instan es for our algorithm remains an open problem.
The te hnique des ribed in Se tion 2.3 enables to move the bifa tor approximation guaranty
of an algorithm along the approximability lower bound of Jain et al. (see Figure 1) towards
higher fa ility opening osts. If we developed a te hnique to move the analysis in the opposite
dire tion, together with our new algorithm, it would imply losing the approximability gap for
the metri UFL problem. It seems that with su h an approa h we would have to fa e the diÆ ulty
of analyzing an algorithm that loses some of the previously opened fa ilities.
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